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As part of global climate action, digital technologies are seen as a key enabler of energy efficiency savings. A popular application domain for this work is smart homes. There is a risk, however, that these efficiency gains result in rebound effects, which reduce or even overcompensate the savings. Rebound effects are well-established in economics, but it is less clear whether they also inform smart energy research in other disciplines. In this paper, we ask: to what extent have rebound effects and their underlying mechanisms been considered in computing, HCI and smart home research? To answer this, we conducted a literature mapping drawing on four scientific databases and a SIGCHI corpus. Our results reveal limited consideration of rebound effects and significant opportunities for HCI to advance this topic. We conclude with a taxonomy of actions for HCI to address rebound effects and help determine the viability of energy efficiency projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals is climate action. As energy consumption is tightly linked to the emission of greenhouse gases—which effect climate change—energy reductions are considered an important lever in our mitigation efforts. And they are urgently needed: the Sustainable Development Goals Report 2022 specifies that energy-related CO₂ emissions increased by 6% in 2021 to the highest ever level [112].

To drive climate action, digital technologies have frequently been employed for energy efficiency purposes. Within HCI and the computing community more broadly, a popular application domain...
for this work is smart homes. Defined as interconnected and Internet-enabled residential buildings that are equipped with automation technology, smart homes have sparked increasing research interest. From a sustainability perspective, their automation technology “promises considerable savings of energy, therefore, simultaneously reducing the operational costs of the building over its whole lifecycle” [86]. Considering the carbon impact of the built environment, these savings could be vital in the context of climate change mitigation: according to the United Nations Environment Programme, the buildings and construction sectors are responsible for 36% of the global final energy consumption and 37% of the global energy-related CO\(_2\) emissions [113, Fig. 2]. In turn, a significant proportion of these estimates (61% and 49%, respectively, amounting to 22% and 17% of the total energy and energy-related emissions) can be attributed to residential energy consumption [113, Fig. 2], and particularly to heating, ventilation and air conditioning [85].

While, in principle, energy efficiency promises significant savings, it also comes with an energy footprint of its own (from e.g., hardware infrastructure and upgrading of devices due to software updates [106]) and regularly causes rebound effects [1]. The term was originally introduced to describe a phenomenon in the energy market, i.e., that more efficient steam engines did not lead to less coal consumption, but—as their application domains were expanding together with their increasing efficiency—to ever more consumption of coal. Today, the term ‘rebound effect’ is applied more widely. In the original energy context, rebound effects refer to an array of mechanisms that counteract the energy-saving potential of energy efficiency measures [98]; the definition, however, can be extended to cover additional forms of resources. For example, the idea of expanding highways to cope with traffic yields a short-term relief but very often results in more traffic in the long run—a phenomenon also known as generated traffic [29]. Similarly, when a technology induces time savings, time saved is then used to perform energy-intensive activities [11]. When the rebound effect is moderate, the overall balance might still be beneficial, leading to an overall energy or resource decrease. The specific case in which the rebound effect is larger than the initial gains, leading to an overall energy consumption increase, is often referred to as ‘Jevons’ Paradox’ or ‘Khazzoom-Brookes postulate’ [98].

For (smart home) energy efficiency, rebound effects mean that when energy efficiency improves, energy demand may decrease less than anticipated or even increase. Importantly, this phenomenon stems from the interplay of technical characteristics with social, psychological, economic and cultural factors [81, 107, 108]; this makes modelling approaches challenging and calls for situated research. At the same time, rebound effects raise questions about the large set of persuasive, awareness-enhancing, or efficiency-focused research in the field [28]. While the HCI community has a history of deep and critical engagement with smart energy and demand reduction, especially the expectations, experiences and attitudes of energy consumers [40, 50, 103, 105], it is unclear to what extent they have engaged with the concept of rebound effects and how can they effectively apply their skills to deepen our understanding of it. At CHI 2011, Kaufman and Silberman called the HCI community to broaden their evaluations beyond simple proxies and consider rebound effects [54]. Has this call been heard?

Rebound effects are a tangible, well-established concept in the energy literature [42, 98]. While the concept is not native to computing and HCI research, it affects the conclusions we can draw from their studies and, thus, the design of technology in the energy space. So if we do not consider these effects, we risk the research becoming misdirected, and its efficiency savings might backfire. If energy research informs decisions on a policy level, we also risk that policy makers direct their funding and reforms towards efficiency measures which ultimately may not bring the anticipated results. In this context, we believe that the HCI community could take on an important, pioneering role due to its research focus on smart homes and expertise on how to holistically study socio-technical phenomena, such as rebound effects.
To explore the attention paid to rebound effects within the computing community, and HCI community more specifically, this study investigates the prevalence of rebound effect considerations in energy efficiency research. We focus on smart home research as a representative domain in which energy efficiency research is prominently placed. To achieve this, we conduct a systematic literature mapping in four scientific databases for possible combinations of the keyword clusters ‘smart home’, ‘energy efficiency’ and ‘rebound effect’. Through this mapping, we first aim to establish to what extent smart home energy efficiency research—within and beyond HCI—has adopted the concept of rebound effects and how this compares to rebound effect considerations in energy efficiency research more generally. In a second step, we outline the benefits of embracing rebound effects as a concept in HCI energy research and show how the community can effectively apply their skills and expertise to advance energy efficiency efforts.

2 BACKGROUND
Defined as residential buildings that are equipped with systems and devices that are Internet-enabled and interconnected and that can be automatically and remotely controlled [64], smart homes have been an active area of energy research for over three decades [65]. Due to their energy-saving potential, smart homes are one of the European Union’s ten priority action areas in its Strategic Energy Technology Plan [31]. In line with this prioritisation, numerous sources identify quite substantial energy-saving potential for smart homes: deploying in-home displays (IHDs) to continuously reveal the overall electricity consumption of a smart home to its inhabitants has been the focus of various studies, and was found to yield electricity savings of between 0% and 18% [33]. Looking beyond electricity and considering the more substantial energy consumption for space heating, Becker et al. [8] find an average energy-saving potential of over 9% in a smart heating simulation based on occupancy detection and prediction from real-world data of more than 3000 Irish households. Considering all sources of energy consumption in a household, Williams and Matthews [124] suggest that monitoring and control systems can help occupants lower their energy consumption by 3—26%. While the lower end of this estimate applies to the use of programmable thermostats, the upper end refers to “an integrated system including monitoring and control of appliances, plus zone heating/cooling”. This is consistent with the claim that the energy-saving potential of smart energy systems tends to be positively linked to the overall level of complexity, with the cost of greater computational requirements [70]. However, as neither rebounds nor the energy footprint of these complex monitoring and sensing devices are consistently accounted for, their impact on the estimated saving potential remains to be determined.

2.1 Challenging Efficiency Visions for Smart Homes
Realising the energy-saving potential of smart homes can be challenging: Darby [26] points out the scarce number of evaluations under real-world settings in favour of simulations and evaluations under controlled laboratory conditions. This imbalance can be problematic and lead to an instantiation of the well-documented energy performance gap between ex-ante energy saving predictions and ex-post assessments [36], due to e.g., contextual factors, building and installation design parameters, and occupant behaviour not being taken into account [115]. In 2018, Hargreaves and Wilson [41] reported the results from a study of smart home technology in the real world: based on a 9-month field project with ten UK households, they found that the technology can even lead to overall energy intensification through, e.g., increased comfort expectations and pre-warming of domestic spaces. Additional challenges that may impact the energy-saving potential of smart homes include their limited uptake (due to unawareness or inaccessibility [108, 124] and rebound effects. Tirado Herrero et al. [108] conclude that “in contrast to aspirational claims for a ‘smart
utopia’ of greener, less energy-intensive, and more comfortable homes [...] SHTs [smart home technologies] may reinforce unsustainable energy consumption patterns in the residential sector”.

The HCI community specifically has a longstanding record of work that talks in nuanced ways about how smart homes can undermine energy savings by introducing new lifestyle expectations and changing behaviours. This includes the identification of socio-technical challenges around integrating new technologies into everyday routines and practices [24, 49] and the often energy-intensive visions for smart homes. Commonly associated with concepts such as desirability, convenience (including effortless energy savings) and control, these concepts can undermine the sustainability promises of smart homes [51, 104]. Gendered and cultural expectations [25, 105] and individual preferences [50] add another layer of complexity, but are not consistently acknowledged. As Strengers [103] points out, many studies have focused on “resource man”, a default male technology-savvy energy consumer who makes rational decisions about energy use.

From an energy justice perspective, smart energy technology can also be problematic. Research finds that, despite their desire to monitor and regulate their energy usage, many low-income households do not receive feedback on their consumption [27]; a problem that is reinforced through e.g., the high cost of sensing and feedback technologies that can support energy savings [53, 67]. Calls to provide easier and subsidised access to these technologies [82] are thereby potentially in tension with concerns about data privacy and security that relate to their widespread use [53, 67]. Working class people might also end up paying more for their energy despite having e.g., smart meters installed as they cannot adjust their schedule to use energy when it is cheaper [53]. In this context, it will be critical to make energy feedback and energy-saving support accessible and affordable across society. At the same time, care must be taken not to rely on smart technologies and smart homes as the solution. Our work specifically focuses on the limitation of rebound effects (as one of the reasons to challenge this reliance) and calls for a more socio-technical understanding of these effects. This understanding can help pave the way for policies that reduce the ineffective application of efficiency technologies while also reducing inequalities.

2.2 Rebound Effects

The umbrella term ‘rebound effects’ describes a rich class of mechanisms occurring when goods or services become easier accessible or more attractive, leading to their increased demand, therefore their increased consumption and production, and thus ultimately increased energy consumption, material consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions. The first such mechanism yielding rebound effects was described as early as 1865 by British economist William S. Jevons. In his book "The Coal Question", Jevons notices that although coal extraction was becoming ever more energy efficient at the time, overall not less but more energy was used in coal extraction [52]. The efficiency gains of coal extraction were thus a victim of their own success: by making coal more affordable, they were making it attractive for an increasing number of applications and customers, while at the same time making the process of coal extraction more scalable.

2.2.1 Direct Rebound and Backfire. The rebound effect that increases the attractiveness of the very good that has been more efficiently produced is today often addressed as the ‘direct rebound effect’ [22]. After being largely ignored for more than a century, it was brought back to scientific scrutiny by Khazzoom in 1980 [55]. Neither Jevons nor Khazzoom 100 years later used the term ‘rebound effect’ (although several sources wrongly claim the latter coined the term), which started to be widely used around the year 2000, e.g., [1, 10, 93]. Rebound effects are generally expressed in relation to the direct savings that triggered them in the first place: when smaller than 100%, rebound effects reduce these savings but there is still an overall resource reduction, when they reach 100%, they fully compensate the initial savings, and when larger than 100%, they outweigh them. In
many instances, rebound effects do indeed reach 100% or more. For electric lighting, for example, a large-scale study came to the conclusion that “global energy use for lighting has experienced 100% rebound over 300 years, six continents, and five technologies” [95, 109].

According to their empirical observations, both Jevons [52] and Khazzoom [55] postulated the size of the rebound effect to always be larger than that of the original savings, thus not only reducing the original savings but outweighing them. As noted by both Alcott [4] and Sorrell [98], ‘postulate’ is the correct wording in this context, as there is not enough evidence to support the claim that rebound always exceeds 100%, and increasing evidence points to examples where it does not [35]. The particular case, in which efficiency gains paradoxically led to more overall consumption, is thus known in the literature as ‘Jevons’ paradox’ [4] or ‘backfire’ (unlike ‘rebound’, the term ‘backfire’ was indeed coined by Khazzoom [55]). To reflect another economist’s (Len Brookes) groundbreaking work in the field (e.g., [14]), backfire has also been called ‘Khazzoom-Brookes postulate’ [92].

2.2.2 Indirect and Structural Rebound, and their Many Flavours. Efficiency gains and associated price reductions can have various consequences. They do not necessarily (or at least not exclusively) lead to more demand for the very good that is being more efficiently produced. Monetary savings from the more efficient production of a good or service can be spent on different energy- and resource-consuming activities, for example—this is known as ‘income effect’ [10]. Additionally, a lower price makes a product relatively more affordable than other, similar products, which it may subsequently partly substitutes—a phenomenon known as ‘substitution effect’. The increased consumption can thus propagate to other goods and sectors [10], making income and substitution effects prime examples of what is often called ‘indirect rebound effects’ [22].

Energy efficiency, in particular, can have a catalyst effect on productivity, boosting total factor productivity and leading to cascading rebound effects throughout the economy. Higher productivity can thus lead to more overall economic output, which in turn requires more (energy) inputs [98], and various readjustments along the entire economy. These macroeconomic effects, which are conceptually hard to grasp and almost impossible to quantify, can be referred to as ‘structural rebound’, ‘macroeconomic rebound’ [6] or ‘transformational’ rebound [16, 83]; they are often included in a larger category of ‘systemic transformations’ brought about by digitalisation [123].

Beyond efficiency gains (and thus energy or material savings), several other types of savings can represent the trigger for rebounds. In particular, rebound effects can emerge as a consequence of decreased transaction costs (i.e., monetary or non-monetary costs to access a good, evaluate it, and general market information), due to time savings [11] (leading to ‘time rebound’), or even due to the decreased skills required to perform an action such as driving a car [23] (yielding ‘skill rebound’). Given this variety of subtle effects and influence mechanisms, there is no generally agreed-upon taxonomy for indirect rebound effects. What distinguishes them from direct rebound effects, however, is that they either lead to an increase of consumption, but for different products (and not the one being initially more efficiently produced), or through other means and not as a consequence of a price reduction (but for example through time or transaction costs savings) [23].

2.3 Accounting for Rebound Effects in Energy Research
In research fields such as energy policy, rebound effects are a firmly established concern [90, 117]. As the strength of the rebound effect varies significantly across contexts, a key research goal in these fields is to identify causal factors that allow a concrete, context-specific estimation of rebound effects, to then direct and focus possible intervention points [1]. By understanding causal relationships and context-specific factors, it is argued that energy-focused research can be targeted and effective. The methods used to acquire this understanding include modelling and simulation [71, 118] as well as empirical studies [18, 38] that take both macro-level policy perspectives and micro-level
household perspectives. Some of these studies specifically highlight the need to consider rebound effects in smart homes. For example, one study of the rebound effect in smart homes suggests that “the rebound effect on energy use should not be underestimated” [18]. It is important to understand what causes rebound effects, and how large they are, to direct research priorities [118]. For all these reasons, researchers should give “due consideration to the full range of behavioural responses to technical efficiency” [1] when conducting energy-focused research on smart homes. After all, the actual energy consumption of a smart home is not determined by its technical components alone but must be understood as a socio-technical system.

A substantial part of the literature on smart homes, however, originates in engineering sciences. And although it has been shown that digital technologies are particularly prone to rebound effects—leading even to the emergence of the new term ‘digital rebound’ [22]—it has not yet been thoroughly analysed to which extent the computing communities at large, and that on smart homes, in particular, have engaged with the concept of rebound effects.

In 2011, Kaufman and Silberman [54] encouraged the sustainable HCI community to consider rebound effects to mitigate the problem that “proxies generally used in evaluation (e.g. less energy or water consumption) may be poor indicators of such systems’ effect on emissions because of effects outside the scope of analysis”. At this point, the authors were “not aware of studies examining the degree to which the effects of sustainable HCI technologies rebound”. Assessing whether this has changed over the past decade, and how the level of perception within HCI compares to the one rebound effects receive in computing generally and, even broader, in all energy efficiency-related fields, has been a key motivation behind this work.

3 METHODOLOGY

We evaluate to what degree the work in a range of fields considers rebound effects, in order to evaluate what energy efficiency research in HCI could potentially learn from and contribute to other fields. To determine the coverage of rebound effects in smart home energy efficiency research, we identified the publications in the following three research domains and in their intersections: smart homes, energy efficiency, and rebound effects. The intersections are visualised in the Venn diagram in Fig. 1. This mapping of sets allows us to identify which publications attend to rebound effects in smart home research, evaluate the relative frequency of attention in contrast to their larger research areas, and compare the attention to rebound effects in smart home research with more established research fields examining energy efficiency and policy. We conducted searches for literature in each of these areas in multiple databases: general scientific databases (i.e., Scopus and ScienceDirect), general computing ones (i.e., IEEE and ACM), and HCI-specific venues (i.e., SIGCHI-sponsored conferences as well as the PACMHCI journal, as described below).

To identify the HCI-specific venues, we proceeded as follows: from SIGCHI’s “upcoming conferences” website1, we chose all 2022 conferences, which are 100% sponsored by SIGCHI: CHI itself, 11 specialised conferences, and 14 in-cooperation conferences (26 in total). From these, we then excluded 6, because we could not identify their collection of proceedings (CI, HUCAPP, MuC), their respective proceedings’ website were not standalone searchable, but a search would yield results from the entire ACM full paper collection (LAK, AM), or were not English-speaking (IHM). Our corpus, which we refer to as the ‘SIGCHI library’, consisted of the all-time proceedings for the remaining 20 conferences (CHI, TEI, C&C, DIS, IMX, EICS, AutomotiveUI, RecSys, MobileHCI, ICM, CSCW, AHs, CHIIR, W4A, GI, AVI, CUI, iWOAR, NordiCHI, and IoT) plus all volumes of the PACMHCI journal.

1https://sigchi.org/conferences/upcoming-conferences/
Systematic mapping studies are a form of literature review that focuses on structuring a research area rather than gathering and synthesizing all evidence [77, 78]. While the synthesis focus of targeted reviews is more appropriate for questions that allow the aggregation and comparison of findings across different studies [5, 57], mapping studies can be very useful to identify trends and opportunities for research spanning multiple fields. In our case, we are especially interested in structuring research on our subject by identifying what is published at the outlined intersections. We will then review the evidence in the most relevant intersections in more depth.

The literature search and mapping workflow is described in Fig. 2. The search terms were evaluated and tuned by conducting manual searches and sample checks to ensure relevance. Our final search terms used the following keywords and combinations for the three areas we cover (the discussion in Section 2.2.1 motivates the choice of search terms for rebound effects):

(1) “smart home”
(2) “energy efficient”
(3) “rebound effect” OR “Jevons paradox” OR “Khazzoom-Brookes postulate”
Because the ACM Guide to Computing Literature and ScienceDirect do not allow the use of wildcards as placeholders within quotation marks, the keywords/keyword combinations used there were as follows:

1. “smart home” OR “smart homes”
2. “energy efficient” OR “energy efficiency”
3. “rebound effect” OR “rebound effects” OR “Jevons paradox” OR “Khazzoom-Brookes postulate”

In a second step, we used the search terms to conduct searches in four scientific databases, namely Scopus, ScienceDirect, the ACM Full-Text Collection and IEEE Xplore. These databases were chosen to cover a representative proportion of archived literature within and beyond traditional computer science disciplines. Our searches were carried out between December 2021 and April 2022. Notably, there is no start date for our searches, implying they include all the articles that were indexed in the database. For instance, searching “energy efficien*” on IEEE Xplore yields articles from as early as 1889. We used a dual search strategy, implying that we conducted our searches twice: (1) limited to the publications’ titles, abstracts and keywords, referred to as Search 1, and (2) full-text searches (i.e., searching for the keywords anywhere in the publications), referred to as Search 2. The intention for Search 1 was to maximise the likelihood that the returned publications exhibit a focus on smart homes, energy efficiency and/or rebound effects, rather than to merely mention these terms in passing within a different context. In IEEE, titles, abstracts and keywords could not be selected as a set of fields due to a technical constraint, so the search covers the closest equivalent: “all metadata”. The detailed list of search terms can be found in the supplementary material; the scripts used to confirm the findings for Scopus and ScienceDirect from manual searches and to establish the recent trends described below can be found here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8062778.

The metadata-focused Search 1 may in principle omit papers that cover rebound effects but do not mention them in their title, abstract or keywords. This potential gap is addressed by combining the first search strategy with the second—which also enabled us to compare the number of search results for papers that focus on rebound effects (Search 1) and those that mention them but might not prioritise them (Search 2). Searching only in titles, abstracts and keywords (Search 1) might exclude publications that would thematically fit our search, so we intended the full-text searches (Search 2) as a strategy to rule out that the exclusion would skew the results. As Scopus does not store full texts, this was only possible for ScienceDirect, IEEE, ACM and SIGCHI.

Since our selected databases represent overlapping but distinct academic disciplines, we computed percentages to compare the considerations of rebound effects among these databases. In particular, we calculated the following two ratios for Search 1 and Search 2: (1) rebound effect considerations in the energy efficiency domain in general, and (2) rebound effect considerations in the energy efficiency domain for smart homes. The rebound effect considerations in the energy efficiency domain were calculated by,

\[ R \text{ in } E (\%) = \frac{(E \cap R) * 100}{E} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( E \) represents the number of papers in the energy efficiency domain, and \( E \cap R \) denotes the number of papers in the energy efficiency domain that consider rebound effects. Similarly, rebound effect considerations in the energy efficiency domain for smart homes were expressed as

\[ R \text{ in } E \text{ for } S (\%) = \frac{(E \cap R \cap S) * 100}{(E \cap S)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( E \cap S \) represents the number of papers in the energy efficiency and smart homes domain, and \( E \cap S \cap R \) denotes the number of papers at the intersection of energy efficiency and smart homes that pay attention to rebound effects. To refine and evaluate the search strategy, including the search terms, we conducted manual checks on the IEEE result sets, with emphasis on the number
of ‘false positives’ returned in our full-text searches, i.e., the number of returned papers that do not focus on smart homes, energy efficiency and/or rebound effects. As a database focused on engineering and computing, IEEE is highly relevant for smart home research and its result set was considered a representative sample for the research goals. To understand the development in engagement with rebound effects over time, we conducted a temporal analysis of the smart homes energy efficiency research for Search 1 and Search 2. We conducted this analysis for a ten-year period from 2011 to 2020 across all selected databases. It should be noted that we excluded the year 2021 because these databases often report a lag in indexing recent literature.

Finally, to understand and learn from the existing literature on rebound effects in smart home energy efficiency, we conducted a detailed review of the papers that contain all keywords (area ESR in the Venn diagram in Fig. 1) in their titles, abstracts or keywords. For computing specifically (i.e., IEEE and ACM), there were no papers comprising all keywords in Search 1 (and thus for ACM’s SIGHCI subset a fortiori not), we performed the same detailed review on the SIGCHI papers containing all three keywords anywhere in the full text (i.e., for Search 2).

4 RESULTS

Here we first present the quantitative results of all searches and their temporal evolution, and then discuss and compare the attention to rebound effects within computing and in the broader scientific literature.

4.1 Overview

Energy efficiency is a vast area of research across all fields, with Scopus returning almost a quarter-million papers in Search 1 alone. In ScienceDirect and IEEE, the numbers are slightly lower but still substantial with around 40,000 and 66,000 search results for ‘energy efficiency’ respectively. In ACM’s full text database, there are significantly fewer results (almost 7,000), while for the SIGCHI library, energy efficiency is clearly not a crucial aspect, with only 33 results in title, abstract, or keywords. Smart home research is more evenly distributed, with approximately 15,000, 1,000, 7,000, and 3,000 papers appearing in Search 1 for the four large databases, and 200 even in ACM’s SIGCHI subset. By contrast, the number of papers mentioning ‘rebound effects’ is limited to a couple thousand at most, almost all of which appear outside of the computing databases: Scopus, ScienceDirect, IEEE and ACM contain 2,714, 1,114, 79, and 7 papers, respectively, and SIGCHI none whatsoever (see Table 1, row 3).

Strikingly, not a single paper in the field of computing (neither IEEE nor ACM) simultaneously encompasses all three topics based on Search 1. Scopus and ScienceDirect yield the small but non-trivial numbers of 4 papers and 1 paper, respectively (see Table 1, row 7). Proportionally, the highest percentage of papers on ‘energy efficiency’ that mention ‘rebound effects’ can be found in Scopus (0.24%) and ScienceDirect (0.84%), covering several hundred publications; with less than 1%, the percentages are still quite low. Not remotely as low, however, as for the computing literature. As Table 1 shows, for general energy efficiency, the ratio of papers focusing on rebound effects is only 0.02% and 0.01% for IEEE and ACM, respectively—one to two orders of magnitude lower than in the two general literature databases.

In principle, this could be an artefact of emphasis: perhaps computing papers engage with rebound effects but consider them important only within the context of discussing work in the body of text? But the results from Search 2 show that this is unlikely. As Table 2 documents, they are broadly consistent with the findings above. For instance, in the thousands of ScienceDirect papers on ‘energy efficiency’, 1.7% mention ‘rebound effect’. In contrast, IEEE and ACM yield fewer papers—251 (0.14%) and 43 (0.23%), respectively (see Table 2 row 5).
Table 1. Results from Search 1: titles, abstracts or author keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Energy efficiency</th>
<th>Smart home</th>
<th>Rebound effects</th>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th>ScienceDirect</th>
<th>IEEE</th>
<th>ACM</th>
<th>SIGCHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>249,167</td>
<td>39,663</td>
<td>66,196</td>
<td>6,842</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,502</td>
<td>1,113</td>
<td>7,070</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,714</td>
<td>1,114</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>895</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ER</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>607 (0.24%)*</td>
<td>337 (0.84%)*</td>
<td>17 (0.02%)*</td>
<td>1 (0.01%)*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 (0.45%)**</td>
<td>1 (1.07%)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* as per Eq. 1  ** as per Eq. 2

Table 2. Results from Search 2: full-text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Energy efficiency</th>
<th>Smart home</th>
<th>Rebound effects</th>
<th>ScienceDirect</th>
<th>IEEE</th>
<th>ACM</th>
<th>SIGCHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>212,029</td>
<td>170,243</td>
<td>18,928</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7,641</td>
<td>25,977</td>
<td>5,078</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11,779</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,540</td>
<td>5,544</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ER</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,612 (1.7%)*</td>
<td>251 (0.14%)*</td>
<td>43 (0.23%)*</td>
<td>10 (3.60%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>92 (3.62%)**</td>
<td>25 (0.45%)**</td>
<td>12 (1.73%)**</td>
<td>6 (14.63%)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* as per Eq. 1  ** as per Eq. 2

4.2 Temporal Trends

As smart homes are an important yet relatively new area of research, it is possible that rebound effects have started to receive attention only in the last couple of years and that we are on a path towards more holistically sustainable research. However, Figure 3 shows that this is also not the case. Although our selected databases depict a net increasing trend in smart home energy efficiency research, most papers do not mention rebound effects. It is evident from Figure 3 that, since 2011, smart home research has not actively engaged with rebound effects, i.e., yielding zero papers annually across large databases; whereas in other cases, the trend in engagement is stagnant. Scopus, for instance, yielded a single paper for each year from 2017 to 2020 in Search 1: clearly, the engagement is not increasing with time. Albeit on quite a low overall level, SIGCHI displays a
Fig. 3. Temporal trends in smart home energy efficiency research (ES) and corresponding engagement with rebound effects (ESR) for Searches 1 (a-e) and 2 (f-i). Although the searches were conducted on all articles indexed in the respective databases, we emphasized the last ten years to examine recent trends in this growing field.

more consistent (if stagnant as well) rebound engagement. This highlights a critical gap, which is also consistent across Search 2. In particular, Search 2 delineates a significant growth in smart home energy efficiency research in the last ten years; however, such growth is not evident in the ESR intersection. In addition, SIGCHI yielded a greater proportion of research mentioning rebound effects, yet we could not find any signs of growth in attention paid to rebound effects.

4.3 Rebound Effects in Computing Literature: The SIGCHI Library

The SIGCHI library represents a clear outlier compared to the other databases: from the (relatively few) 278 energy efficiency papers in Search 2, 10 (3.60%) address rebound effects. This trend seems even stronger for SIGCHI’s energy efficiency research in smart homes: From the 41 papers addressing this field, 6 (14.63%) consider rebound effects—a vastly larger percentage than the 0.45% in IEEE and 1.73% in ACM overall. This raises the question how exactly the papers returned in Search 2 for this intersection consider rebound effects. Table 3 summarises the papers from our SIGCHI library that contain the smart home, energy efficiency and rebound effect keywords (ESR intersection) at some point in their full texts. A closer reading reveals that these papers refer to

The table lists 5 instead of 6 papers, as one of the results turned out to be the full proceedings of CSCW’17, which contain the keywords, but spread across different papers.
Table 3. SIGCHI papers that contain the smart home, energy efficiency and rebound effect keywords in their full text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Summary description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[88]</td>
<td>In this study, the authors explore UK consumers’ attitudes towards future smart energy infrastructures that combine smart meters with software agents. Use a demonstration and animated sketches, they provide design guidelines to address an identified distrust of energy companies. The rebound effect is briefly mentioned within the motivation of the research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>This wide-ranging discussion of sustainability in HCI contrasts a set of conceptual frameworks for sustainability to reorient sustainable HCI on a new, more ecological foundation. A well-referenced discussion of rebound effects is part of a broader critique of sustainable HCI research that draws narrow boundaries around its object of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>This empirical study observed over the duration of a month how residents used smart thermostats to control the heating in their homes, comparing the effects of three design variations to understand the implications of a set of design choices. The rebound effect is mentioned in passing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>[102]</td>
<td>This co-design study investigates how people use their travel and activity time, as well as their visions for using time in driverless cars. As part of the study the participants were encouraged to engage with interior designs for these cars. The rebound effect is mentioned in the context of value of time theories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>A position paper that discusses open questions and existing challenges around urban mobility integration, with a focus on sustainability and emission reductions. Rebound effects are listed as part of these open questions/challenges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rebound effects but typically do not place them at the core of the analysis. For example, a recent study of smart meters in use in households discusses energy savings at length but only mentions rebound effects in passing: Sometimes “users wanted to heat the house a bit more than they would do normally in order to benefit from low prices (typically termed the rebound effect)” [3]. Pricing was much more on participants’ minds than efficiency. Another study posed an open question about rebound effects as an afterthought: “How to deal with rebound effects, to ensure efficiency gains are not used in additional emissions elsewhere?” [2].

4.4 Rebound Effects outside of Computing Literature

What can we learn from the small number of papers that focus on rebound effects in a smart home energy efficiency context? We first look at the papers from the general literature outside of computing which centrally address rebound effects. These papers, listed in Table 4, have all been published since 2017. Together with the insight that they aim to answer fundamental research questions (e.g., “Does the rebound effect exist in smart homes and what is the size of the rebound effect?” [18]), it becomes apparent that the topic has only recently started to receive attention and that many important, especially more nuanced questions have not yet been addressed. The
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Table 4. Scopus papers containing the smart home, energy efficiency and rebound effect keywords in title, abstract or author keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Summary description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>The authors conducted a life-cycle assessment to evaluate occupancy sensors for lighting loads in office buildings; based on case studies they also examined the role of designers in this context. Guided by their findings and relevant literature, the authors propose a model framework for smart homes and their components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>This study performed experiments with student participants using software simulations of smart homes to better understand the occurrence of rebound effects in smart homes. Based on the obtained results, the authors offer recommendations for rebound effect mitigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>The paper outlines the results from field tests in which heating algorithms were employed in Danish apartments for flexible demand. User feedback was gathered and the algorithms were refined during the study, leading to better system performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>[116]</td>
<td>In this study, agent-based model simulations were run to assess the rebound effect in smart homes, with emphasis on the impact of contextual aspects of electricity (e.g., cost, demand). The results show that such variables can significantly change the size of occurring rebound effects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The papers from Table 4 point to some interesting behavioural dynamics, effect sizes and gaps in the literature, some of them of potentially high relevance for HCI. Walzberg et al. [116], for example, conducted an in-depth analysis of rebound effects, including the distinction between direct and (especially causal factors and dynamics of) indirect effects in smart homes, and the importance of suitable metrics for smart electricity management. The authors suggest that rebound effects do not “cancel out all the benefits of energy efficiency”; in other words, that smart home efficiency gains do not result in backfire. They advise and promote nevertheless the consideration of factors that decrease rebound effects in smart home design, especially related to user behaviours that tend to trigger them during certain periods; considerations that seem highly relevant for the HCI community. In another study that investigates rebound effects in smart homes, student participants were invited to use smart home software simulations [18]. For both of their experimental setups, the results show significant rebound effects. However, as they were using simulations rather than energy data gathered in a real-world smart home context, the ecological validity of this study is low, a fact that the authors seem unaware of; follow-up work is needed to confirm the findings outside of a lab setting. The only study in Table 4 that was carried out with occupants in the context of their everyday life is the one by Beltram et al. [9]. While their iteratively improved algorithms led
to better system performance, no experimental conclusions, especially in relation to the rebound effect, were drawn.

5 DISCUSSION

Investigating the prevalence of rebound effect considerations in energy efficiency research in general and in smart home energy efficiency research in particular, our study consisted of two searches, covering engineering publications as reflected in the IEEE and ACM databases, HCI-specific publications, and general scientific literature as covered by Scopus and ScienceDirect. The searches show that rebound effects are poorly represented in smart home energy efficiency research. While smart home research flourished, attention to rebound effects drifted out of view until recently. Renewed attention to their importance is now providing important impetus and starting points that offer promising opportunities and directions for HCI research.

5.1 Unpacking Rebound Effects

To support HCI research, we offer here a taxonomy that synthesises findings from our literature mapping and the wider literature to provide concrete starting points for the HCI community to engage with and further the topic of rebound effects. We envision this taxonomy as the beginning of a much-needed, systematic stream of research to develop guidelines and conceptual frameworks to account for rebound effects both reactively and prospectively:

1. A posteriori, we need frameworks and empirical methods to measure the size of rebound effects in real cases. Such measurements can inform the (un)design of existing technology, including its upscaling/downscaling, removal, replacement and restoration.

2. A priori, we need tools to evaluate the potential for rebound effects in given circumstances. Mitigation strategies are essential at all times, but in particular before technology design and development. In some cases, such as those in which rebound effects are expected to cancel out efficiency savings, the implication could even be not to design technology at all but to focus on low-tech or no-tech solutions.

The taxonomy is shown in Table 5 and takes the form of a systematic array with concrete opportunities for HCI to effectively apply their skillset towards the identification, measurement, explanation and mitigation of direct, indirect and structural rebound effects, which are described in section 2.2. Examples of such opportunities are gaps and calls in the literature, as well as challenges and relevant methodological suggestions by type of rebound.

Across all types of rebound, Table 5 shows that more empirical research is called for, e.g., [61, 93, 111]. While the complex and systemic nature of rebound makes this a challenging task, the literature offers concrete tools to tackle it, including but not limited to quasi-experimental approaches [98], living lab research [15] and systems thinking [75]. Covering both quantitative and qualitative research skills, these approaches fall under the expertise of many HCI researchers. And the field has, in fact, acknowledged the importance of rebound in its research: even when they are complex and not yet sufficiently understood, HCI researchers have been encouraged to engage with rebound effects when designing, deploying and evaluating ICT systems [72, 87, 120]. So not only can they provide insights for policy makers and other research fields, but they can improve the outcomes of their own projects as well.

Several studies mentioned in Table 5 point to the potential to better understand the causal factors of rebound and to identify and evaluate rebound patterns that can inform research and design. For example, rebound effects are enabled and shaped by such features as flexible uses, the potential for new types of uses that permit induced demand, and the savings of resources that can otherwise be redeployed [23]. On the other hand, they are constrained by factors such as natural caps or
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With the increasing adoption of smart homes, energy savings are potential, but rebound effects can negate these benefits. To prevent direct rebound from occurring, it is paramount to identify and understand the mechanisms behind wasteful behaviour [111, automation [3]].

Indirect rebound occurs when (e.g., efficiency) savings are spent on other, potentially more resource-intensive goods and services, a dilemma HCI researchers have started to recognise [87, 120]. Their empirical work could help uncover resource flows. Indirect rebound is more difficult to account for than direct rebound, so many studies focus only on the latter [19].

The size of structural rebound is insufficiently researched [101, 111], but globally, economic activity is fully coupled to material footprint [122]. Simulations and econometric research have produced mixed results: estimates range from backfire to super-conservation [94, 111]. Empirical research is called for on the level of firms and economies [61].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
<th>Structural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>It is paramount to identify in which cases/contexts efficiency savings ultimately increase the consumption of a particular good. To add to the often technical literature, in-situ [17] and living lab research [15] would allow HCI researchers to study the outcome of strategies and interventions that might trigger rebound effects (e.g., behaviour change [111], automation [3]).</td>
<td>Indirect rebound occurs when (e.g., efficiency) savings are spent on other, potentially more resource-intensive goods and services, a dilemma HCI researchers have started to recognise [87, 120]. Their empirical work could help uncover resource flows. Indirect rebound is more difficult to account for than direct rebound, so many studies focus only on the latter [19].</td>
<td>Structural rebound, also called economy-wide or macro-level rebound, affects the socio-economic system as whole; it shows the impact of individuals’ behaviour on a structural level [47]. HCI researchers have been called to recognise structural rebound as a potential outcome of their designs [73, 87] and to engage with systemic impacts more generally [69].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>Direct rebound effects are commonly estimated through simulations and econometric research, including general equilibrium models [5]. Carefully designed quasi-experimental approaches offer a promising alternative [98] and could help address the lack of empirical work [93, 111]. Longitudinal HCI studies could feed into interdisciplinary collaborations.</td>
<td>While indirect rebound is more difficult to measure, simulations and econometric approaches still provide valid methodologies [110]; little empirical work exists, but is called for [93, 111]. Estimates for both direct and indirect effects vary vastly: in e.g., households, the combined range spans 5% - 175%, reflecting a high degree of uncertainty [19, 71].</td>
<td>The size of structural rebound is insufficiently researched [101, 111], but globally, economic activity is fully coupled to material footprint [122]. Simulations and econometric research have produced mixed results: estimates range from backfire to super-conservation [94, 111]. Empirical research is called for on the level of firms and economies [61].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain</td>
<td>To understand the mechanisms behind rebound effects and create rigorous theoretical frameworks, it is important to identify relevant factors and how they shape user behaviour [111]. Potential factors and, thus, interesting starting points for HCI research include energy supply responses [111], building types [37] and personal values [96].</td>
<td>Indirect rebound can be challenging to explain as it is more fluid: if one outcome variable is constrained, the impetus behind the rebound may find a path to express itself in an unconstrained variable. Identified mechanisms, including the induction effect, income effect and substitution effect [22], provide pointers for future research, in HCI and beyond.</td>
<td>To identify and explain structural rebound, system dynamics constitute a promising approach [75, 76]; here, HCI researchers could draw on their experience with systemic methods [12]. Theory already provides some guidance on the factors influencing structural rebound, but it does not impose much constraint on the size of the effects [101].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigate</td>
<td>To prevent direct rebound from limiting or outweighing efficiency savings, it needs to be mitigated. HCI researchers could apply their design skills to counter underlying mechanisms by e.g., working with information flows as a key leverage point [75], encouraging frugal use and raising awareness [56]. And their prototyping skills enable evaluations without infrastructure cost [80].</td>
<td>Preist et al. [84] provide a lens to better understand both the mechanisms behind wasteful behaviour leading to an increasing ICT footprint, and design principles and strategies to address these mechanisms. These reflections could be extended to the not quite so different mechanisms behind indirect rebound, and induce a shift towards more radically sustainable design practices.</td>
<td>Structural rebound is a central reason why sustainability cannot be achieved by decoupling strategies alone: instead of relying on efficiency strategies, sufficiency strategies and policies for deeper structural change are needed [44, 46, 74]. An example is the introduction of a global carbon constraint [34]; in this context, HCI could contribute towards Green Policy Informatics [13].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. A taxonomy for addressing rebound effects in HCI
limits on objectives, such as comfortable temperature zones for human living or existing real-estate costs [22]. After all, rebound is not an arbitrary randomizer. In many cases, natural caps exist that place constraints on the amount of rebound we can reasonably expect. Research in energy policy provides conceptual guidance for methods and macro-level views [95] that can structure and inform HCI research. For example, there is a significant difference between lighting efficiency gains and heating gains in that lighting has additional uses and therefore is subject to induced demand, whereas heating is limited by our temperature comfort zones.

Digitalisation-triggered rebound occurs both within the ICT sector, and also outside it, in society and economy at large. The inner-sectoral rebound is represented by e.g., the induced material and energy consumption of smart technologies such as those deployed in smart homes. It is also reflected in Koomey’s law [59] that shows that the exponential efficiency gains of computation (as reflected by the well-known Moore’s law) have not led to close-to-zero energy consumption for computation, but to an equally exponential growth in the complexity of computations performed—in other words, a direct rebound effect of 100%. Our taxonomy and the HCI opportunities presented in Table 5 are agnostic to whether the rebound triggered by digitalisation occurs within or outside the ICT sector, although the larger need, and thus opportunities, might present themselves across all other sectors.

5.2 A Call to Action for the HCI community

Following a set of critiques papers, there is evidence that the sustainable HCI community has recently moved away from persuasive and efficiency-focused projects (which accounted for the majority of publications in the field in 2010 [28]) and further embraced third-wave, qualitative work [13]. This work is often more exploratory in nature, with the aim to gather insights rather than to realise pre-determined behavioural or efficiency targets. It also captures the community’s understanding that the deployment of technology does not happen in an (easily modelled) vacuum; instead, it is situated within the complicated everyday lives of people who are themselves shaped by cultures, demands and individual differences—and it often is the situatedness that makes energy efficiency measures backfire. Communicating this understanding to policy-makers, other stakeholders, and potentially more technically-oriented fields could prevent at an early stage misleading research outputs in those fields as well as potentially misled policy measures and incentives as a result of such incomplete analyses. After all, our literature mapping has shown that energy efficiency (in smart homes and beyond) is a vast area of research; Scopus returned almost a quarter-million papers for Search 1 alone.

In particular, the lack of studies that focus on occupants in the context of their everyday life presents a unique opportunity for HCI research that has commonly been described as research ‘in the wild’ [17, 89]; due to the term’s colonial connotations and associated exploitative practices [63, 100], we, the authors, are opting to instead describe such research as in situ, a term also often deployed in HCI research [17, 20]. In-situ HCI research can help other disciplines understand the impact of rebound effects by studying situated behaviours in smart home environments. As established in section 2, HCI researchers come equipped with expertise on both efficiency work and the nuanced ways in which socio-technical factors undermine energy savings in smart homes. Taken together with our finding that HCI shows more awareness of rebound effects than all of the other research communities we included in our search, this puts the HCI community in a position where it can make a real difference: if digital technologies do not (consistently) enable the envisioned efficiency savings, this needs to be acknowledged when climate change mitigation strategies are selected.

For various methodological reasons, assessing the indirect effects of digitalisation (both the environmentally beneficial and detrimental ones) is challenging [21], and rebound effects are no exception: “Environmental impacts that arise when technologies co-evolve with everyday practices...”
are not easily predictable. This seems to be one reason why the existing literature […] contains relatively few or vague recommendations to policy-makers and other stakeholders” [16]. From the four promising methodological approaches put forward by Börjesson Rivera et al. [16], two are the scenario method and ethnographic methods as well as anthropological theory, respectively. HCI researchers come equipped to apply these methods, arguably better than their colleagues in any other computing discipline.

The many factors that drive rebound effects (and their interplay) add to the complexity of the required research and likely constitute one of the reasons why there exist few empirical studies to date. To deal with such complexity, a shift from computational thinking to system-level thinking has been encouraged among technologists: “the failure to think systemically is a critical weakness in our understanding of the transformations needed to achieve sustainability” [30]. Besides contextually embedded in-situ research, HCI methods can help to explore and speculate about potential impacts of smart home technologies, including their undesirable consequences, within and beyond the constraints of contemporary technologies and social life (e.g., [48, 97, 119]). And they can be used to successfully implement top-down measures (e.g., stricter climate policies as in ‘Green Policy Informatics’ [13]), which will likely have a key role in climate change mitigation.

5.3 Efficiency, Sufficiency, and Justice

Clearly, the ongoing digitisation seems not to have mitigated our environmental issues, as its globalising and accelerating rebound effects probably outweigh the benefits. As Santarius [91] notices, “Humanity’s ecological footprint keeps growing although we have already digitalized significant parts of our economy and society over the past years. It seems that digitalization is not relaxing but rather reshaping societal metabolism in a way that tends to rebound on global energy and resource demand: Gains in efficiency are more than outweighed by the increase in consumption due to new digital services or falling prices caused by more efficient production processes” [91]. A paper fittingly subtitled Why Digitalization Will Not Redeem Us Our Environmental Sins adds: “Digitalization is unlikely to be the environmental silver bullet it is sometimes claimed to be. On the contrary, the way digitalization changes society, making it ever faster, more connected, and allowing us unprecedented levels of efficiency might in fact lead to a backfire […] For most manifestations of digitalization, a strong digital rebound seems to be the rule rather than the exception” [22].

Together with other factors, rebound effects obstruct the hopes that digitalisation and other technical innovations can ‘dematerialise’ economic activity from resource consumption so that the economy can keep growing while its material footprint remains constant or shrinks. Other factors include the systematically underestimated impact of services, the limited potential of recycling, as well as insufficient and inappropriate technological change [74]. Rebound effects are one of these central factors standing against the feasibility of absolute decoupling, and they require “an in-depth and systemic consideration and anticipation […] in the design of sustainability policies” [74, p. 40]. Unfortunately, according to all available evidence, “it is safe to say that the type of decoupling acclaimed by green growth advocates is essentially a statistical figment” [74, p. 31], [32, 39, 44, 45, 114, 122]. Together, these insights reinforce the message that a more profound shift is needed to truly advance toward sustainable societies [43, 58, 66, 68, 72] and confirm how important it is to recognise and evaluate the effects of technology-focused interventions through a systemic view.

In this context, the combination of efficiency and sufficiency strategies could form the basis of the profound shift that is called for: When technical efficiency concurs with limited input resources, real progress could be made towards long-term sustainable resource usage [46]. Digital technologies could then be used to replace or improve existing activities without spurring additional activities. In fact, Freitag et al. [34] argue that “if a global carbon constraint was introduced, we could be
certain that rebound effects would not occur, meaning that productivity improvements through 
ICT-enabled efficiencies both within the ICT sector and the wider economy would be realised 
without a carbon cost”. Such a nondiscriminatory approach that simply imposes global carbon 
constraints, however, can perpetuate or even intensify existing disparities, as under-represented 
or marginalized communities would be disproportionately affected [99]. Well-meant measures 
to mitigate this risk can themselves have paradoxical counter-effects in turn, such as anti-racist 
campaigns unwillingly reinforcing the very disparities they set out to address [62] or even the 
concept of energy justice itself, which often “fails to adequately account for intersecting dimensions 
of power and inequality, such as gender, race, class, Indigeneity, ethnicity, sexuality, ability status, 
colonial history, and caste, among other statuses within the world system” [99]. Rebound effects, 
and in particular the elusive indirect rebound with potential ramifications throughout the entire 
society, could be particularly prone to amplify existing disparities. The call for sufficiency and 
effective climate policies is not novel in the computing communities, e.g. [13, 46]. Our call for 
HCI, however, is to shine light on the critically important topic of rebound effects from a systems 
thinking perspective [121], but not one focused exclusively on environmental matters, but one 
with justice considerations at its very core.

5.4 Limitations
Like any systematic mapping study, the scope of ours by necessity exhibits some limitations. The 
databases do not cover all existing literature on smart homes, energy efficiency and rebound effects. 
This means that we may have missed some of the published work in these areas. Second, it is 
unclear to what extent the result sets from the different databases for each search overlap (with the 
exception of the SIGCHI library, an ACM subset by design). Lastly, due to the reliance of specific 
keywords as indicators for both awareness and research focus, it is likely that our result sets are 
affected by a small number of false positives (i.e., papers that include specific keywords, but do not 
engage in analysis of the subject) and false negatives (i.e., papers that cover the subject area but do 
not use the search terminology, for example, papers covering energy efficiency and consumption 
without using the term ‘energy efficient’). For example, one of the 6 SIGCHI results in the ESR set 
of Search 2 turned out to be the full proceedings of CSCW’17, which contain all keywords spread 
across different papers. Nonetheless, the covered databases are among the most comprehensive 
resources available, and combined, the number of missed papers should be minimal. In addition, 
full-text search and manual verification address false positives, the terminology of rebound effects 
is well established, and the relative lack of attention is widespread and consistent across all searches. 
The trends we identified are unlikely to be affected by minor shifts in time or coverage. Therefore, 
these limitations do not threaten the validity of the findings.

6 CONCLUSION
As a long-standing concept in the economics literature, rebound effects capture the impact of socio-
technical factors that lead to reduced energy savings after the introduction of energy efficiency 
measures. With the perception of digital technologies as a key enabler of these savings, considering 
rebound effects in efficiency work is crucial. In our paper, we present the results from a literature 
mapping that show minimal considerations of rebound effects in scientific and computing databases 
within the context of smart home energy efficiency work; of the included research communities, 
it is HCI that appears to be most aware of rebound effects. In its recent history, the community 
has already produced an impressive set of qualitative work that captures how smart homes can 
dermine energy savings through new lifestyle expectations and changing behaviours, as well as 
a large set of persuasive and efficiency-focused studies. To help quantify the impact of the factors 
identified in HCI’s qualitative work, move beyond simple proxies in efficiency-focused studies and
have a language to share findings with other disciplines, we call the community to actively adopt the concept of rebound effects for our research. The taxonomy and discussion in Table 5 provide a starting point.

By doing so, we believe that HCI researchers are uniquely equipped to bridge the existing awareness gap to help other disciplines avoid energy and sociotechnical rebounds. As an important complement to qualitative insights in decision-making processes (for e.g., policy-makers), HCI researchers can also support colleagues in these disciplines to establish context-specific, accurate rebound quantifications (which can provide a basis for finding patterns and averages, making predictions, testing causal relationships and generalising results to wider populations). They can use their tools and methods, including empirical methods for smart home research and design tools to capture and visualise complex estimates, to shape a more focused, nuanced understanding of energy savings that are real, not offset by rebound. In other words, they can help establish how viable energy savings (in smart homes and beyond) are, as a significant contribution towards effective climate change mitigation strategies.
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